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with three days to go until the dlc release and two days since its trailers debuted, fans are eager to get their hands
on elden ring. there are some awesome character moments in the trailer that showcase what makes elden ring

special. whether it's a character yelling or a group of people talking in real time or a specific scene from an original
resident evil game, the dialogue and action of the trailer lend elden ring the feel of a classic resident evil game.
whether or not the themes, scares and characters from resident evil 1 and 2 are carried forward to elden ring
remains to be seen, but if it succeeds in modernizing the formula to make the series more accessible to a new

generation of fans, it would be a great story. a lot of the things that we did were inspired by things that happened
in the films. the very first thing we did was bring back the radio because it's something that they did in the films

and i think it really enhances the ambiance of the game. i think the biggest thing that we did was bring back the c-
virus, which is one of the staples of the resident evil franchise. redmask's and torrent's group was brought to the
fabled wetlands, where they faced the letherii. torrent claimed that their "fathers" had been killed in a battle long

ago and that all they knew of their origins was what they'd been told. he boasted that his group was the last of the
awl. redmask replied that it was their blood that watered the wetlands and that their fight was only just beginning.

torrent came to realise that redmask was not his father, but an adopted son of sorts. he also revealed that his
name was toc anaster and that he had once been "a great warrior", but that he was now merely a traitor to his

people. despite torrent's knowledge, redmask deemed him expendable. [8]
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